Become part of our Network and help share genuine
conversations about Agriculture
The Farm and Rural Ag Network is looking for patrons to be part of the fastest growing Agricultural
media hub in the Industry. The Farm and Rural Ag Network is built on a mission of Agricultural
education, story-telling and community building. The response to the Network has been
overwhelmingly positive and has pushed us to expand the Network. As such we have decided to put
out an open call to new partners. We are seeking sponsor partners to join our network who share
our objectives of positive agricultural education and community building in a fun and sometimes
unconventional manner.
The Farm and Rural Ag Network is the brain child of three agriculture podcasters who recognized
a lack of access to authentic, good quality, and entertaining podcasts about Agriculture and the
individuals behind it. From that need, the Farm and Rural Ag Network was created. Since it’s
inception the Farm and Rural Ag Network has grown to be known as the access hub to top quality
Agricultural media.
Launched on February 21, 2017, the Farm and Rural Ag Network curates a network of podcasts and
videos/vlogs about farming, the agricultural industry and the people involved. Content in the network
is selected for its appeal to commercial farmers and other professionals in the agricultural industry but
also for its genuine, authentic, pro-science messaging to non-farming listeners.
In addition to providing quality content and information, the Farm and Rural Ag Network has created
a community. Our Network members are highly involved in connecting and communicating with the
Network’s audience both online and in person with various Farm Show appearances and social media
accounts. One popular aspect of this community building is the Farm and Rural Ag Network hosted
twitter chat, #FRANHappyHour. #FRANHappyHour is built on the premise of connecting individuals in
a fun, light-hearted yet educational way while growing personal connections.
If you are interested in becoming a member of this growing Network we would love to hear from you.
We invite you to submit a proposal to the Farm and Rural Ag Network by following the instructions at
the back of this package. All proposals are welcome.

Network
The “Future of Agriculture” Podcast with host Tim Hammerich explores the
people, perspectives, companies, and ideas shaping the future of agriculture
and agribusiness. Tim shares stories of how entrepreneurship, technology,
and sustainability are shaping the future of how we produce and consume
food, fiber, and natural resources.

Wendell grew up on dairy farm in Oxford County, the Dairy Capital of
Canada and has turned a “temporary” off-farm job into a successful 25
year career in the Ontario feed industry. He is a vocal supporter of farming,
particularly animal agriculture. His blog “Old Enough to Know Better” and
podcast “The Ontario Agcast” make an effort to help farmers know how
they can take action to lower consumer fear about how their food is grown.

The Shark Farmer Podcast is hosted by Rob Sharkey. Rob is a 5th generation
farmer and is raising the same crops on his farm that his family did over
150 years ago.
The Shark Farmer features weekly interviews with people from all areas of
agriculture from producers to scientists.

Grow Smart with BASF, your source for agronomic insights, information
and perspectives.
Listen to Donnarie Hales from BASF chat with growers, industry
professionals, educators and researchers. Get the latest information about
what’s happening out in the field, learn what other growers are doing, and
hear how the Grow Smart approach is helping to solve challenges and
maximize yields.

Lineup
Real life conversations about agriculture and how it affects the consumer.
Hosted by The Farmer, Rob Sharkey of the Shark Farmer Podcast, and
the City Girl, a rotating cast of women outside of agriculture to lend their
views.

The Girls Talk Ag Podcast features Angie Setzer, a grain trader and market
analyst, Jen Campbell a passionate advocate for agriculture and farmer, and
Karen Corrigan an independent agronomist and business owner.
Ranging from discussing GMO’s and Country of Origin Labeling to
sharing their most embarrassing mom moments in their supplemental
#HotMessMomsInAg stories, they are guaranteed to educate and entertain
while their listeners are guaranteed to laugh while they learn.

Dr. Cody Creelman is a beef cattle veterinarian and practice owner of
Veterinary Agri-Health Services in Alberta, Canada. A modern day James
Herriot of sorts, Cody shares his story in real-time, creating entertaining
and educational videos of his daily adventures in the field.

A channel about all things sheep. And farming. And family. And friends.
A few years ago, I accidentally fell into sheep farming. More importantly,
I fell in love with the work, the challenge and the industry itself. I found
myself always sharing my stories with friends and family who I feel think
I’ve completely lost my mind, so to prove I don’t make this stuff up, I’m
sharing with the world.

1 cup California rice with 2 cups family, travel and fun. That’s the recipe to
this hearty weekly vlog. Eat Rice Farming TV! Follow 3rd generation rice
farmer, Matthew Sligar as he continues his family’s legacy–farming over
1,500 acres of rice in northern California. Sligar produces these highly
entertaining and educational episodes himself. His passion for farming,
family and film is evidenced by his charismatic enthusiasm and positivity.

Farm & Rural

Ending the struggle of finding
genuine, informative podcasts about the
agricultural industry.

Ag Network

• Growth from 0 podcast listeners to 9000+ downloads in 1 month
• Over 12,000 downloads per month with average monthly growth of 131%
exclusively through the Network
• Over 20,000 unique website visitors since launch
• Introduction of #FRANHappyHour increased Twitter impressions by 380%
• 163,000 Twitter impressions per month and growing
• Twitter audience growth of 68% per month
• Additional promotion within individual podcaster & vlogger audiences. That’s 11
additional audience pools
• 72% of FRAN audience buy premium brands
• 71% of podcast listeners purchased a product advertised on a podcast

Products and services of interest to
our audience:
•
•
•
•

Farm equipment/tools				
Farming inputs (seed, chemicals, feed, etc.)
Subscription services (entertainment, food,
clothing, etc.)
Personal/household items (razors, mattresses,
food/beverage brand, etc.)
Services (consultants, businesses, design/
website)

Audience base is more than farmers.
Industries include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automotive
Scientific research
Metal Fabrication
Media and TV Production
Communications
Technology
Education
and many more

Downloads by Region Audience Demographics
Network Age Demographic

6%
United States

32%

Canada

62%

Other

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

over 65

Farm and Rural Ag Network Partner Proposal
The Farm and Rural Ag Network places great importance on authenticity, trust
and community building therefore we would like to hear a proposal from you in
your own words.
Some guidelines for the proposal are below but feel free to add any additional
information about your organization or ideas.
• What aspects of the Farm and Rural Ag Network appeals to your
organization/brand?
• What is your goal or what do you hope to achieve by partnering with the
Farm and Rural Ag Network?
• Is there a specific project or event you want to be involved in (i.e. a specific
podcast only, #FRANHappyHour sponsor, website advertising, etc.)?
• Do you have an idea for a new project or event that you would like to
collaborate on?
• What level of investement are you interested in putting towards the Farm
and Rural Ag Network?
• What is your expected return on investment in the Farm and Rural Ag
Network?
• Are there any limitations, requirements or exclusivity agreement tied to your
investment in Farm and Rural Ag Network?
Completed proposals may be submitted to info@farmruralag.com

“When someone is looking for information on Agriculture or the Agricultural Industry an endless
search engine struggle for quality, authentic information or stories. The Farm and Rural Ag Network
puts high quality, relevant ag content in one, easy to find spot. If someone wants to listen to a podcast
or view a video of what happens on the farm, maybe for the first time, he/she just has to visit the Farm
and Rural Ag Network and immediately gets access to lots of interesting and relevant content.”
-Wendell Schumm, co-creator of the Farm and Rural Ag Network and host
of the Ontario Agcast.
“Podcasts are an excellent medium to reach farmers and other professionals in the agricultural
industry as these individuals spend a lot of time working by themselves either in the tractor, barn, or
on the road. With podcasts, they can choose when to listen, pause shows, and focus on content.”
-Tim Hammerich, co-creator of the Farm and Rural Ag Network and host
of the The Future of Agriculture Podcast.
“We want to help tell the story of production agriculture through podcasts and videos/vlogs and reach
people from all walks of life. To do this we needed to make the stories easy to find. Our hope is that
the Farm and Rural Ag Network will do just that.”
- Rob Sharkey, co-creator of the Farm and Rural Ag Network and host of The Shark Farmer
Podcast and The Farmer and the City Girl Podcast

Facebook
Facebook.com/farmruralag

Twitter
@farmruralag

Website
www.farmruralag.com

Email
info@farmruralag.com

